GUIDED TOURS

La montagna che

Guided Tours in Trentino

The Paganella plateau is located in the centre of Trentino,
in a strategic position to reach interesting places
for cultural visits, historical and “food and wine” ones.
Discover the beauty of nature in each season, exploring unique environments in order
to appreciate the richness of alpine flora and fauna.

MUSE - Museum of science in Trento
Involved in a futuristic urban context, designed
by the architect Renzo Piano, has quickly become
one of the most visited museums of Italy. Includes exposition itineraries, temporary exhibitions,
interactive labs for kids and adults and different
events during all year.

ALL
THE
TIME
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MART - Museum of Contemporary art of Trento
and Rovereto, attracting visitors with important
temporary exhibitions and particular places of interest as the museum Casa Depero, in the historical centre of the city.
CUSTOMS AND TRADITIONS MUSEUM
Located in San Michele all’Adige in an ancient monastery, founded in years 1144-45. The museum
develops in an exhibition along 43 rooms in 25
sections on 5 floors. Important for the quantity of
exposed objects around 13000 pieces, including
four original hydraulic machines: the mill, the forge, the noria and the Venetian sawmill.
CITY OF TRENTO
The plateau is located only 30 minutes by car from
the capital city of Trentino, the elegant and characteristic city of Trento. Rich in history and tradition, famous for the high quality of life and the
excellent food and wine proposal, it offers many
important places as the Cathedral square and the
castle of Buonconsiglio.
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CITY OF ROVERETO
Called “Città della Quercia” (The city of Oak tree),
with a marvellous historical centre for pedestrian
visits. Not to be missed the medieval walls of
Castelbarco, the mansion Casa del Podestà, the
seven hundred palaces of Corso Bettini and the
Campana dei Caduti, the iconic bell dedicated to
soldiers and symbol of peace.

CITY OF BOLZANO
The Archaeological museum Iceman and the Museion of contemporary art are just few of the reasons to visit Bolzano: in winter time, the magic
of Christmas markets populate the streets of the
city while in other periods it’s the ideal places for
nice walks tied to culture.

CASTLES and mansions of rich gentlemen or military fortresses located in rocky peaks or surrounded by vineyards... there are so many castles in
Trentino, each one with mysteries and a past time
to tell:
Castel Belfort: the ruined castle nearby Spormaggiore, dates back to 1311. In the ruins is still
visible the ancient tower, surrounded by the large
perimeter walls of rectangular shape.
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Castello del Buonconsiglio: a dive into history, a
must to visit for those arriving in Trento. It’s the
most important castle of Trentino, house of the
Prince Bishops and icon of the city. Nowadays the
castle it’s also a museum, hosting every year important exhibitions.
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Castel Thun: portraits of Prince Bishops, jewels,
porcelains, glasses, carriages, everything representing the atmosphere of the comfortable life of
rural nobility. Built in the middle of 13th century,
the castle dominates Val di Non from the top of a
hill.
Castel Valer: surrounded by apple trees, in a panoramic position. The castle is perfectly preserved
after 9 centuries of life. All the rooms, inhabited by
a unique family since 1368, still maintain their history with armchairs, artworks, everyday objects,
weapons, documents, carpets and tapestries.

Castel Stenico: belonging to Prince Bishops of
Trento since 12th century, it was used by the captain in order to control the area nearby. The connection to Prince Bishops is also confirmed by the
frescos of the cycle of the months of Torre Aquila
in Trento, where in the painting with ladies and
knights in the snow it’s clearly portrayed Castel
Stenico.
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Castel Beseno, impressive fortress occupying the entire summit of a hill, in a dominant position over Valle
dell’ Adige. The castle is reachable from Besenello, in the middle between Trento and Rovereto and is now
used as location for cultural events and historical re-enactments. Constructed in 16th century, it includes
courtyards, halls with old traces of frescoes, buildings used in the past as kitchens, bread ovens, cellars
and a complex system of walkways along the walls.

CANTINE
Visits and tastings in order to discover
wines and grappas of the area, real
expression of Trentino region.
Some proposals not to be missed nearby:
Cantina Rotari - cittadella del Vino
Cantina Ferrari
Cantina Endrizzi
Distilleria Marzadro
Distilleria Villa De Varda
Distilleria Bertagnolli

